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PREFACE

T

oday we live in snug, dry, well-furnished houses
surrounded by the trappings of a well-earned
civilized life. But we are not alone. Despite the
power of modern technology, modern materials
and highly toxic chemical poisons, we suffer a constant stream
of unwanted visitors. Our houses, our food, our belongings,
our very existence are under constant attack from a host of
invaders eager to take advantage of our shelter, our food stores
and our oh so tasty soft furnishings. Just as humans created
nice comfortable, warm homely places to live, so too, there are
plenty of other creatures wanting to come in out of the cold.
Ever since humans took to living in shelters, wearing
clothes, cooking food (along with storing supplies and
dumping left-overs), tilling their fields and regimenting their
gardens, they have played host to a wide and varied selection
of ‘wild’ life. In evolutionary terms, humans have not been
human for very long, probably just a few hundred thousand
years. So where did house sparrows and house mice live before
there were houses? What did biscuit beetles eat before custard

creams, oreo cookies and fig rolls? What did clothes moths
eat before designer jeans and hand-knitted cardies? Did the
cigarette beetle breathe a little easier and live a healthier life
before tobacco smoking took off?
When the first carpets were laid, carpet beetles were
waiting to take up residence in the deep pile, but where had
they been living for the very many previous rug-free millennia?
When the first cave man installed the first larder, it was
soon infested with larder beetles; but which cupboards had
they inhabited before the kitchen was invented? And long
before the four-poster, where did bed-bugs hide to sneak out
for a night-time drink of blood?
These are just some of the strange, charming, and sometimes annoying creatures that have taken up residence with
us. From bats in the belfry to beetles in the cellar, moths in
the wardrobe and mosquitoes in the bedroom, humans cannot
escape the attentions of wild nature. So where have they
all come from? Can we live with them? Or can we get rid of
them? Should we get rid of them? Taking a quizzical look at
all manner of household ‘visitors’ we can get a taste of human
history (and pre-history), and an understanding of how we fit
into the wider world, how we are part of the environment at
large, how we are influencing it, and how it has influenced us.
It seems that the carpet beetle used to live under the loose
bark of ancient trees, stealing the remains of dead insects
caught by the secretive spiders that make their messy webs
in these deep dark crannies. Covered all over with long stiff
bristles, and looking like animated boot-brushes, their larvae
were immune to attack from the spiders, as they eked out their
skulking living. Today, the beetles find a better living in the
lounge and parlour, but given their dietary history, they only
eat animal fibres – wool and silk – the keratin in these being
remarkably similar in its chemical structure to the chitin of
insect shells. Other very closely related ‘wild’ species still
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Eating us out of house and home
stored supplies, in the warehouse, the cellar, the larder
and the pantry
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Larder beetles

W

hen I moved into my current house in south-east London
in 1999, the décor was, how shall I put this, tired, to say
the least. The sculpted flock wallpaper in the bedrooms,
‘harvest’ themed bathroom tiles and heavy purple curtains in the lounge
were all very 1970s. Perhaps the strangest discovery was a thick shag-pile
carpet in the kitchen. Originally pale pink, but now faded to a grubby
beige, and widely stained with suspicious spills of various brown liquids,
it had to go, but when I finally got round to pulling it up, it revealed a
horrible secret.
Crawling beneath it, as it sat heavily on the solid concrete floor,
were thousands of larder beetles and their larvae. This was not a minor
infestation, the result of a single pregnant female flying in through an
open window and taking advantage of a temporary lapse in hygiene, this
was a mature ecosystem, and it had obviously been thriving for years.
Four common household pest species were present: the bacon beetle
(Dermestes lardarius), ‘spotted’ larder beetle (Dermestes maculatus) the
‘black’ larder beetle (Dermestes haemorrhoidalis) and the Peruvian larder
beetle (Dermestes peruvianus). These, and a few other similar species, are
now virtually ubiquitous across the globe. It seems that the last is, quite
likely, native to South America, but it has been carried
about the world, just as the bacon beetle has been
transported from the Old World to the New.
Kitchens are the favoured habitat for
larder beetles, and as their name suggests,
they are well-known pests of stored food.
In the days before refrigerators and plastic
packaging, they would attack bacon hanging
in the cellar, barrels of flour in the bakery,
cheese and milk in the dairy. They don’t need
much to eke out a living, and they will quite
happily breed in food slops spilled down the
back of the cooker, crumbs knocked under the
kitchen cabinets and even dried milk dregs at Dermestes lardarius, ‘spotted’
larder beetle.
the bottom of abandoned milk bottles.
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house guests, house pests

They’re after us

imex leticularius, to give the aptly named bed-bug its
modern scientific name, is a broad, round, flat, reddish
brown, wingless insect. It is also called wall-louse (for its
habit of hiding under wallpaper), red-coat (for its blood-filled colour),
crimson rambler (likewise) and mahogany flat (it is, indeed, very flat).
This is the notorious blood-sucking bug that infests cheap hotel
rooms (and some not so cheap ones) the world over. It hides during the
day between the planks of the bedstead, or tucked into the folds of the
sheets; it sneaks out to bite at night, and its presence is usually only
detected, the next morning, when the red welts left at the puncture
wounds are discovered, or some spilled blood on the bed sheets.
At only 5.5-7.0 mm long, the bed-bug is quite small, but it can
drink a huge amount of blood in comparison to its body size. An adult
female weighing 6 milligrams unfed, was able to consume nearly 14
milligrams of blood. She could do this because she has an enormously
flexible body. Although flat to start with, the abdomen of the bed-bug
has wide elastic membranes between the hard armour plates. As the
bug feeds, the abdomen swells grossly into bloated satiation.
The main medical (and veterinary) importance of bed-bugs is in
the sheer volume of blood extracted, with victims living in highly
infested conditions (5000 bugs per bed have been reported) receiving
many hundreds or thousands of bites nightly.
Blood loss can become very significant, leading to iron deficiency
and anaemia, not to mention
irritability from disturbed sleep.
In an era when we are unused to
invertebrate foes penetrating our
double-glazed, centrally-heated
and climate-controlled homes,
the emotional distress can be
misdiagnosed as neurosis. Or it

can lead to multi-million dollar law-suits from the disgruntled wealthy
guests of luxury hotels.
Bed-bugs went through a bit of a slump in the second half of the
20th century, and a nuisance insect that everyone had heard of, even
though they may not have necessarily been pestered by it, appeared
to be in terminal decline. When my father, aged 14, manhandled a
second-hand bed through the bombed out streets of Shepherd’s Bush
and Paddington on a borrowed costermonger’s barrow in 1944, he was
pleased with his thrifty purchase, but not at all surprised when bloodspots appeared on the sheets a few days later. Instead of panicking,
or trying to sue someone, he and his mother set about stripping it,
cleaning it and removing the vermin. In a time of hardship and
deprivation, this would have been completely normal.
A modern lack of public awareness and the insects’ resistance to
chemical insecticides may explain why the bugs are making a comeback
today, but it is their evolution in the long term, how and when they
first started biting human beings, which is even more fascinating. For
whether they are hidden in the plump mattresses of 5-star hotels, or
the cramped palliasse in a wayside tropical camp, one question keeps
arising: where did bed-bugs live, in the first place, before we humans
offered them our blood, and before we had beds to sleep on?
John Southall, writing his Treatise of buggs, in 1730, thought he knew
– they lived on trees, more particularly ‘Firr’ trees, and he assured his
readers that the sap of deal in particular was ‘one of their beloved foods’.
Nonsense, of course, but Southall had his reasons. He was shamelessly
advertising a concoction to destroy the bugs – his ‘Nonpareil liquor’ –
and by way of self-promotion, he wrote his pamphlet about their life
cycle, their increasing numbers, their destruction, and most intriguingly
‘when and how they were first brought into England’. He pin-points
their arrival directly to the 1670s blaming the traders, whose ships
daily sailed into British ports bringing ‘chests and casks, linnens and
paper’ riddled with the insects. He makes the astute observation that
port towns and cities are thick with bed-bug infestations, but villages
further inland are less troubled, if at all.

The bed-bug

C

Cimex leticularius, the bed-bug.
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house guests, house pests

Spiders

House spiders,
Tegenaria domestica and other species
Size: body length to 20 mm, leg span to
100 mm.
Description: Mottled grey/brown, usually
with alternating light/dark chevron marks
down sides of abdomen, legs appearing
chequered because of repeated small dark
blotches down their lengths.
Life history: Secretive, making an untidy
matted web in the form of a rough undulating white sheet. Sits and waits for prey to
cross the web and pounces. Wander at night
in search of mates, and if they fall into the
empty bath unable to climb the sides.
Human/ household impact: Generally
harmless, but the very largest individuals
might just be big enough to bite. Helpful in
that they eat potential household pests.

Woodlouse spider,
Dysdera crocata
Size: body length to 18 mm,
leg span to 40 mm.
Description: Abdomen pale pinkish cream,
head/thorax red, legs bright pinkish
orange, long articulated fangs red.
Life history: Secretive, usually living under
stones and logs in the garden, but nocturnal
and comes out to hunt woodlice at night.
Long sharp fangs allow it to puncture hard
woodlouse shell from above and below.
Human/household impact: Will sometimes
wander indoors if woodlice are regular
visitors too, but usually restricts itself to
porches and cellars. Fangs are long and
sharp enough to puncture human skin and
will give a painful bite, like a wasp sting, if
picked up between finger and thumb.

False widows, Steatoda grossa
and other species
Size: body length 6-8 mm, leg span 12-15
mm
Description: Female black or dark
brown, body shining, abdomen round
and bulbous, marked with red or cream
crescent on front edge, and other slight
patterns on top, male slimmer, brown,
abdomen also patterned with pale marks.
Life history: Makes an irregular untidy
web of sticky silk in the corner of
cupboards, sheds, garages or out-buildings.
Human/ household impact: Although
small, has relatively long fangs and can
pierce human skin if picked up between
finger and thumb; bite said to be like wasp
sting. Related to infamous black widows.

Daddy-long-legs spider, Pholcus
phalangoides
Size: body length to 10 mm, leg span to
110 mm, but legs usually angled.
Description: dull grey, sometimes whitish,
knees darker, tiny body compared to very
long and very thin legs.
Life history: Hangs upside in feeble and
untidy web on cornices and ceilings.
Remains motionless, apparently unmoving
for months, but will vibrate web wildly, so
as to appear as a blur, if disturbed. Rapidly
wraps any fly or other insect that blunders
into its flimsy silk strands. Also eats other
spiders.
Human/ household impact: Harmless,
helpful even, as it eats house flies,
mosquitoes and other pests.
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